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The articles of The Monograph are not reflective of the University of Toronto, 
the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy, nor the Undergraduate Pharmacy Soci-
ety. They are strictly the opinions of the authors. If you find any of the articles 

offensive, please contact the editors to discuss the matter in further detail.

Hey Pharmacy Students,

This school year is coming to an 
end and we hope that you took 
advantage to participate and get 
involved in UPS with the pharma-
cy phamily, whether it have been 
meeting someone new from an-
other year or celebrating the good 
times with pharmacy BFFs.

PAW week is now past but I want-
ed to thank all the people that made this week a success. From 
picking up a healthy snack, pharmacy awareness coffee sleeves, 
to speed-meeting a pharmacist, this week is really allowed us 
to get connected with our profession and promote what we can 
do to the public.
CAPSI week was soon after and provided students with a cup-
cake competition/sale and a raffle to fundraise for Childhood 
Cancer Canada (Previously Candlelighters Foundation). http://
www.candlelighters.ca/

OPA Student Cup this year at Varsity Arena was a bitter battle 
with Waterloo. A fine display of teamwork from Waterloo pre-
vented us from getting a hat trick of OPA Cup victories.

With the dwindling days of school, we have a few more things 
to help you relax before going into exam mode. Look for UPS 
Awards night where we recognize pharmacy students and their 
participation. Athletics will be holding a few more events for the 
Robax challenge so make sure to come out and support your 
class in the battle for the Robax award!

Lastly I wanted to thank the UPS council for all their hard work 
in making this year a phenomenal one! I’m excited for the new 
UPS council to continue the tradition of bringing the student 
body together, be it through academics, athletics, or social 
events!

Best luck on finals, and have a great summer!

David Yam and Bryan Falcioni
UPS President and Vice-President, 2010-2011
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Editors’ Note
Hey everyone! We’re sure you’re all as sad as we are that this is the last issue of 
The Monograph this year! But soon enough it will be glorious summer and you 
will forget about all things pharmacy school and emerge from the bubble that is 
PB. 
 
We’d like to introduce the incoming Monograph Editors, Sana Naqvi and Shajia 
Zia from 1T4! We’re confident that they’ll do a great job at keeping your voice 
alive next year! 
We would also like to send a big thank you to our Monograph Reps: Adam Cala-
brese, Priya Bansal, Kristine Galido and Sana Naqvi for doing an excellent job 
this year.

Behind every pair of editors there stands a knight in shining armour to help us with all things heavy. 
Thank you Brendon Wiebe aka Dub for providing this service for us! The treks to the printer with 
the trolley would have been an absolute disaster without your unbelievable strength and endurance. 
Needless to say, without you (and your faithful sidekick, Beans), The Monograph would not be in 
everyone’s hands today.  

A big thank you goes to everyone who submitted this year! There is so much talent in this faculty, and 
we’re so glad that we were able to showcase it through The Monograph. Without your enthusiasm the 
pages would be full of our lame jokes, so for that we (and everyone else) thank you.

And last but not least, to our readers: thank you for picking up a copy of The Monograph every month 
and we hope you had as much fun reading it as we did putting them together. 

It has been a pleasure serving as your Editors this year. Keep The Monograph alive as a collection of 
your opinions, talents and most importantly, as the voice of pharmacy students. 
People are listening, we promise.

Zenah  Surani +  Sidika Dhalla
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Madness
By: MJ, 1T4

There is a village that perches right at the edge of a cliff. It’s really quite a delicate position, and as the village grows it spreads like 
a mold, all the way up to the very edge. Surrounding it, a drop of thousands of feet, down so low that no one really knows what is 
down there. It’s a bit of a mystery, really.

But no mind, the villagers don’t trouble themselves with mysteries and other such rubbish. The villagers have their village, the 
world that they’ve created with their laws that seem to them more real than anything else. You would think them a righteous and 
courageous folk, living by their rules of proper conduct and giving rise to a society based on justice, peace and all those other happy 
things.

Oh, the denial. 

I tell you, there are secrets that roam the village at night, and not one of those upstanding citizens would admit to it. For fear of 
shattering certain oh-so-delicate notions. 

Safety, security. 

Sanity.

But I know them all too well. The whispers, the mangled lies, the naked truths. Sometimes, some villagers venture too close and 
see too much. And whether out of fear or guilt, the cliff becomes their only option. The cliff takes them, as I like to say. It exerts a 
pull, you see. Take a step out of the village, and you will really feel it. 

None of the villagers talks about it. How do they convince themselves that nothing is happening? They tell themselves: those others 
just weren’t capable of taking part and contributing to society. They must have been vulnerable, not nearly strong enough or coura-
geous enough to take part in our society. And that’s all well and good.

The thing is, sometimes it happens differently. Once, there was a young man, a source of great pride. Always praised for upholding 
our values. “He will never stray”, they said of him. 

In the dark recesses of my memory, I can see that something must have frightened him. He ran, ran from the center of the village 
all the way to the edge of it. He kept running, ran over to the edge of the cliff and, I swear, he ran right off. He let the cliff take him, 
as I like to say. 

Pity, he’d held such promise. I can only guess as to how they passed it off. An accident, they must have said. It was a grievous ac-
cident. We will make tighter rules, strengthen our laws, fortify and reaffirm. 

I wonder where he is now, what he’s up to. It’s all a bit of a mystery, really.

Review of CSHP Metro Toronto Chapter CE Event on Transplant 
By Jennifer Lo, 1T2

 
On March 15th, the CSHP Metro Toronto Chapter held a Continuing Education event, with two presentations focusing on immunosup-
pression and fungal infections in the solid organ transplant population.
 Anita Babu from the Hospital for Sick Children provided an overview of anti-rejection treatments, with insight into her pedi-
atric practice.  While we haven’t specifically learned about transplantation in school, Anita’s presentation complemented the classes 
we’ve had on autoimmune disorders, and she was able to keep the audience engaged and interested.
 Gary Wong from the University Health Network spoke about fungal infections in solid organ transplant patients, with a focus 
on risks and treatment of candidiasis infection.  This session was very interactive and provided students with an opportunity to apply 
some of the knowledge gained in therapeutics class to a unique, transplant setting.I found the content of these sessions to be appropri-
ate for both practicing pharmacists and student pharmacists in training.  If you want to learn more about common issues in hospital 
practice, I encourage you to attend the next CSHP CE event.
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By: Rose Liao, 1T3

What is the Kyoto Protocol? 

The Kyoto Protocol is an international treaty signed in 1997 
in Kyoto, Japan. It requires countries around the world to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change for the years 
2008-2012.
Under the Kyoto protocol, the target to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions is different for each country. For the European Un-
ion as a group, the target is eight per cent reduction from 1990 
levels; for Japan and U.S.A, seven per cent; and for Canada, six 
per cent.  As of 2006, Canada’s emissions are 22% above 1990 
levels.
Kyoto officially brought into full force on February 16, 2005.  
The second phase of the Kyoto Protocol was finalized on De-
cember 2009 at a meeting in Copenhagen. 

Who Ratified the Kyoto Protocol? 
When the Kyoto Protocol went into effect Feb. 16, 2005, 141 
countries had ratified it, including every major industrialized 
country – except the United States, Australia and Monaco. The 
U.S. is responsible for about a quarter of the emissions that have 
been blamed for global warming and climate change. 
Two of the world’s fastest growing polluters — India and China 
— have signed on. However, since they are considered devel-
oping countries with other serious problems to overcome, they 
were given a pass on the first Kyoto round and do not have to 
begin making emissions cuts until after 2012.
Top-ten emitters in the world (2005): 
1. China – 17% of global total, 5.8 per capita 
2. United States – 16%, 24.1
3. European Union – 11%, 10.6
4. Indonesia - 6%, 12.9
5. India – 5%, 2.1
6. Russia – 5%, 14.9
7. Brazil – 4%, 10.0
8. Japan – 3%, 10.6
9. Canada – 2%, 23.2
10. Mexico – 2%, 6.4

Why Ratify the Kyoto Protocol?
In February 2007, the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) released a report 
that said global warming and climate 
change was “very likely” – meaning 
an at least 90 per cent certainty – caused by human activity. 
The report has some telling predictions. The document forecasts 
that the average temperature will rise 1.8 ºC to 4 ºC by the year 
2100 and sea levels will creep up by 17.8 centimetres to 58.4 
centimetres by the end of the century. If polar sheets continue 
to melt, another rise of 9.9 centimetres to 19.8 centimetres is 
possible.
The world is getting warmer and the temperature is rising faster 
than ever. 

How are Emission Targets Met?
We can meet our Kyoto target mostly by reducing our wasteful 
use of energy and shifting toward cleaner energy with technolo-
gies that are widely available.
Canadians have already taken big strides in energy conserva-
tion since 1970, even without any overall plans to do so. New 
homes, appliances and cars are more energy efficient than they 
were a generation ago. Efficiency improvements have slowed the 
growth in greenhouse gas emissions by 38 million tonnes and 
saved Canadian energy consumers $8.7 billion in reduced annual 
energy bills from 1990 to 2000.
Is Canada Still Planning to Meet its Kyoto Commitments? 
In short, no. The election of a Conservative government in 2006 
brought about a reversal in Canada’s climate change policy. The 
specific emissions reduction targets of the Kyoto Protocol, at 
least as far as Canada is concerned, have been abandoned.

Resources: 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/background/kyoto/index.html#s4
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/Kyoto/Canadian_Emissions.asp
http://mindprod.com/environment/kyoto.html

It’s 2011, Save the Kyoto Protocol!
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The Things I Learned in Second Year
As another academic year comes to a close, here are a few of the things that 1T3 learned 
this year:

“Moose cure diabetes, baby powder causes cystic fibrosis, hydrogen peroxide & polysporin 
cause death!” - PM

“I learned how to not pay attention in class. And how to draw really wicked drawings on 
One Note over my pharmaceutics notes! OH! And that nobody checks their e-mails.” – KG

“Med chem is lame.” 

“English people really like acetaminophen. And death. And death by acetaminophen.” - KV

“Stay away from anonymous whistleblowers.” - ABCDEFG

“In 2nd year I learned that 1st year was all smoke and mirrors. I learned to appreciate all 
the free time I wasted in 1st year. I learned how it feels to fail. I learned that it doesn’t mat-
ter if you don’t understand the professor as long as you understand the material. I learned 
that self-study is the only form of study that will get you through pharmacy. I learned that 
even if the world was ending U of T St. George would remain open. I learned how competi-
tive the job market can be. I learned a lot of drug names...no wait I forgot those. I learned 
that no matter how hard you try you probably won’t do that well in pharmacy school. I 
learned that when in doubt choose zinc oxide and that you can kill someone with bacitra-
cin. I learned a lot in 2nd year. If only I had learned how not to procrastinate it wouldn’t 
be so bad, but I’ll learn that later.” - TK

“n2m, u?”

“G Protein 
coupled re-
ceptors...
you are now 
coupled with 
fire!”
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Blast From the Past
By: Priya Bansal, 1T2 Monograph Rep.

My last article as Monograph Rep.  I have had so much fun writing articles, reading all of the submissions, and most importantly, 
getting to know some of you better.  I wanted to write an article about the new regulations in the DPRA regarding pharmacists being 
able to extend refills on prescriptions, but as I began, I became nostalgic about my term as Monograph Rep ending.  So nostalgic in 
fact, that I spent a good 3 hours looking over past issues of the Monograph (from before my time here at the Faculty) and decided to 
take a different route with this article.  So here it is: a tribute to our school’s fine newspaper, the piece of reading material that comes 
out 6 times a year, keeps us laughing at ourselves, and gets us through some of our most boring lectures.  

The issues that are available online date back to 2003.  Back to when the Pharmacy Building was on Russel Street and the class sizes 
were much smaller.  Yet even then, and throughout all the years that were to follow, I found many topics were recurrent.  The Athlet-
ics section, the infamous Anti-calendar, and articles about Phrosh, PDW, Tug-of-War, and the Phollies seem to, without fail, grace 
the pages of our paper every school year.  It was nice to see that our school has its traditions and interesting to read how they were 
described by the students of those years.  I learned that although Wonderland was always a big hit during Phrosh, so were the comedy 
nights – 1 year even got to see Russel Peters live!  I also learned that students were pretty competitive about Pharmafacts and Tug-of 
War.  

The Monograph has also been there to document the many changes at the Faculty.  The biggest change undoubtedly being the move 
to a bigger and better Pharmacy Building.  It was pretty funny reading some of articles that talked about “rumours” of a new building, 
to actually having the construction site as the front cover, then myths developing around the new building itself.  Changes in the cur-
riculum were also noted in The Monograph.  This made writing the anti-calendar a bit of a challenge for me, and it seemed that was 
something shared by other class Reps in the past.  I sure am glad some courses got cut before we came here though!

Jonathon Wright, 0T6
“Okay… can we talk about the Tug-of-War for a minute? I know it was rain-
ing, and I know that Back Campus was really muddy and all… But that show-
ing was PATHETIC!  0T6, officially the smallest class in the Faculty now 
hovering around 170, had more people there than the other three classes com-
bined. That’s right, combined. Thank you for the 40 or so 0T9’s for coming 
out. We used half of our strength and beat you easily…0T7… did those ten 
calculations questions wear you out?...”

Mohammed Imran 0T7 (2003)
Thoughts on PDW
-The biggest wheelie-suitcase in the world isn’t big enough to carry every-
thing I can get at the health fair...
-I’m quite sure that the girl running the buzzer for U of A at Pharmafacts was 
doped up on something... I’ve read Dr. Hindmarsh’s book and I’d venture a 
guess and say it was LSD but I’ll have to read that chapter once again to be 
sure...

0T7 Year in Review by Jennifer Chen
…it has been 210 days since arriving at 19 Rus-
sell Street as 0T7s: bright-eyed, bushy-tailed…
and not exactly sure what we were being bright 
and bushy for. Luckily, we wouldn’t have to 
wait long.  Phrosh week was amazing. The 0T6s 
welcomed us with open arms, eager to show us 
the ropes. Their enthusiasm and friendliness 
made our first week a blast! The 0T4s and 0T5s 
soon made their appearances at the annual Tug-
of-War, our White Coat ceremony, Homecom-
ing and Phollies. The 0T4s were passionate and 
professional, but they were not to be outdone 
by the 0T5s. If there is one thing we’ve learned 
from 0T5, it’s: study hard, play harder & when 
it comes to Charity week, you cannot spend 
enough!

Gayathri Radhakrishnan, 0T7
…who reads our course evaluations? Will we get an entry level Pharm D. program 
and are we going to get a Tim Horton’s in the new building like the med students?

Lukasz Krajewski, 0T8 First Year Anticalendar
CHM254H1 – Qualitative Organic Analysis
Oh boy, this course was not fun. Well, you don’t have to worry since it’s no longer 
part of the curriculum.

LSD

At least we got a 

Second Cup!

Dodged a bullet!
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Although I was looking at articles that dated back only as far as 8 years ago, there were still a few changes that occurred in Pharmacy 
as a profession, and yet again The Monograph served as a way for students to muse over these changes. 

Amidst all these changes at the Faculty and the pharmacy world around us, some unexpected things stayed the same.  By this, I mean 
the way us students view our experience here, and the courses.  We weren’t the only ones that feared Deb Sibb, panel, and torsion 
balances.  Everyone hates MedChem – it’s a general fact.  First years new to campus often relied on the “endless stream of Apotex 
backpacks” to find their way.  We all get a kick out of pizza lunches, but appreciate them more in first year when you aren’t used to 
it (I mean did anyone get free pizza in Undergrad?).  I often found students making fun of and complaining about the same things we 
do now.

Hahaha. Oh PHM120, I forgot about you.  Remember that Buckingham Shuttleworth guy? He was a big part of the CPJ (among a 
million other things).   Well just like the CPJ, I would say The Monograph has always been around to serve as not only a voice, but 
a way to communicate change.  In its own unique way it documents our history and reveals traditions.  And the Sudoku’s are always 
fun.  Thank you 1T2 for all the submissions I received this year, it was such a privilege to be your Monograph rep!

Bruce Li 0T7 (2003).

… I am referring to the humbling exercise of receiving our first marked PHM 120 writ-
ten assignment. ..Now, I don’t know about you guys, but I think I writes in English real 
good. I find it incredibly hard to believe that this ‘elite group of individuals’ -- credited 
with beating out hundreds of other Pharmacy applicants by writing a superior Admis-
sion Profile essay -- is capable of being ‘incoherent’ or ‘lacking in sufficient tone and 
diction’.

By Alena Hung, 0T8 Monograph Rep.
By now, you’ve probably heard about MedsCheck on the 
radio, on TV, and in every single one of your classes. But 
just in case you still don’t completely understand what 
MedsCheck is, here’s a brief synopsis of what the initia-
tive entails, and more importantly, what it means to you as 
soon-to be pharmacists…

Februrary 2005:
The emergency contraceptive pill (ECP) known as Plan B is 
expected to move from Schedule I to Schedule II status by 
the end of March 2005.  However, many interest groups are 
seeking that Plan B be moved to Schedule III or unsched-
uled status to increase its accessibility.  Many people in the 
pharmacy profession believe this will have a negative impact 
on patients because it undermines the importance of a phar-
macist in ensuring patient health and the proper use of this 
product…

Janet Chong 0T8 When Empathy Statements Go Wrong
…I guess there is ONE thing that we learnt in first year pharmacy that can be used for the rest of 
our lives. I know you’re as excited as I am when I say: Empathy statements. You can use them 
everywhere! On your friends, on your relatives… and most importantly, on your patients. These 
statements help to calm your patient down, to let him/her know that you’re listening, and that 
you… *gulp * care…

“I can see that 

this is 
very 

difficult for you.”

Yo, am I called up?!

Nah, you’re safe!

K, Back to bed.

Between 1T2s
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Volunteer at Camp 
Quality! Camp Quality is a one-week 

summer camp program for kids affected by 
cancer. I have volunteered with Camp Quality for 
the past 4 summers and it is the best week of my 

summer!
- Sarah ter Huurne

1T4’s List of things to do in the Summer...
Set up a stand labelled 

“Lemonade 5c”, but promote phar-
macy awareness to little kids when they 

approach.
- Jeffery Liu

Street 
Festivals!

Luminato: Jun 10, 2011 - Jun 19, 2011
Taste of Little Italy: Jun 17, 2011 - Jun 19, 2011

Pride Week: Jun 24, 2011 - Jul 3, 2011
Toronto Jazz Festival: Jun 24, 2011 - Jul 3, 2011
Caribana Festival: Jul 14, 2011 - Aug 12, 2011

Taste of the Danforth: Aug 5, 2011 - Aug 7, 2011
Bukerfest: Aug 25, 2011 - Aug 28, 2011

By Jennifer Chung

“Get up in the morning, work 
out, drink all day after. That’s a perfect 

summer. Oh and watch Dexter, cuz that’s 
the [life].”

- Anonymous

By: Anonymous, 1T4
In no particular order:
Sing in the shower. Donate $5 to the charity of your choice.
Brush up on some Latin. Get some vitamin D on a hot sand beach.
Fall asleep around a campfire with good friends. Eat your favourite type 
of ice cream or popsicle. Get lost in a ridiculously good book. Help host 
a family reunion by offering to cook a decent meal. Cook a decent meal.
Get experience in a pharmacy, either as a volunteer or as a paid employ-
ee. Learn a completely useless talent.
Watch a few off-beat movies that you didn’t care about until they won 
academy awards. Ponder on the meaning of life.
When picking up a prescription, mark the pharmacist on their patient 
counselling skills. Solve a Rubik’s cube.
Get a scar or a bruise as a result of an epic adventure.
Initiate a substantial conversation with a complete stranger.
Brush up on your Latin. Laugh until your lacrimal lake overflows with 
tears.
Buy your mother a present, completely off-occasion.
Relive a childhood memory. If you are able to read this, you must not be 
blind, so count your blessings.
Learn a little medicinal chemistry.
Fall in love with someone. Actually, don’t *fall* in love. You might frac-
ture something. Just.. love someone.
Explore hidden places in the city or town in which you live.
Pull an innocent prank on someone.
Write your signature on the roof of a building.
Succeed at something you previously failed at.
Don’t complain about the weather, or other phenomena that are out of 
your control. Roll down a hill.
No matter what you decide to do, may you always search for significance.

Summer Movie Awesomeness 
Shajia Zia, 1T4 

Some awesome summer movies you 
can’t miss out on:

May 2011: 
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger 
Tides 
Hangover 2 
Kung Fu Panda 2 

June 2011: 
X-men First Class 
Green Lantern 
Super 8 

July 2011: 
Transformers: Dark of the Moon 
Captain America: The First Avenger
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: 
Part II
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By Kristine Galido, 1T3
 

 I didn’t think anything could make my most obvious addiction to coffee any worse than it already was.  At the end of the last 
round of midterms, I was up to 2 cups of coffee a day, three if I needed to stay 100% alert. I tried for a little while afterwards to cut 
down a bit, and it was working. Until Roll up the Rim started, of course.
 Now, I’d never been one of those people who  won ridiculous amounts of free coffee and donuts every year the promotion 
rolled around , but every year I try in hopes of winning one of those big prizes, like a car or something. In past years my record hasn’t 
been remarkable, but I won often enough to not have my hopes and dreams crushed (read: just in line with the odds for the contest, 
in past years, 1 in 9). I have one friend who claims to have won 23 coffees and 42 donuts in the course of a single contest period, but 
frankly, I think she’s trying to pull a fast one on me – I don’t think anyone can even eat that many free donuts  while the contest is 
going on without putting on some serious weight. My initial draw to the contests this year, more than any other year, was the prospect 
of saving some money in buying my morning coffee. Coffee from Tim’s is generally less expensive than coffee at other places, and if 
I happened to win a few free  coffees in the process, the total money saved could be astronomical!  
 Or so I thought. At the time Roll up the Rim started, I was spending $1.73 a day on coffee at Second Cup, not counting the 
days where I brought my own coffee from home.  When the contest started, I started out slow with my money saving scheme – one 
large coffee every morning, amounting to $1.52 per day. I stopped bringing coffee from home and braved the long lines daily.  I left 
for work early on the weekends just  so I could stop and get a coffee on my way. I stopped by after church on Sunday, when I could 
have just got coffee from home, to try my luck. All of this, amounting to a big fat goose egg – a feeling to which many are accustomed, 
I’m sure.
 I’ve got to hand it to the geniuses that came up with this sneaky little promotion. The lines are always that much longer around 
Roll up the Rim time, and it’s no coincidence that the contest cups are restricted to medium, large, and extra large. My dad went in 
to order a small double-double and was convinced quite readily to purchase a large instead, due to the (apparently) higher odds of 
winning from getting a larger size. Another friend of mine – we’ll call her M – who scarcely buys coffee, took to buying one almost 
every day. M would text me every day, telling me of her great coffee-winning fortune, which, of course, drove me nuts! People were 
winning on their first go, and then there was me, my first win coming at 15 cups, all within a week and a half. My plan was obviously 
not a money-saving scheme for myself, but a money-making scheme for them.
 The odds of winning aren’t as good as they’re making them seem, anyway. According to the contest rules, 1 in 6 is the odds of 
winning a food prize. The odds of winning the next best prize are 1 in 11,438. And these are the overall odds across the whole of North 
America. The number of prizes available to be won in the Atlantic Provinces is approximately one-fourth to one-third the number of 
prizes that are available in Ontario, despite their population being about one-sixth of the population of Ontario. Now, I’m not a math 
whiz or anything, and I’m not even 100% sure that I fully understand how this whole cup-distribution thing works, but I’m pretty sure 
that this means that by living in this province, I just have a decreased chance of winning anything at all.
 Currently, as I type out this article, I am 3 wins for 24 cups of coffee and several dollars down in the bank account. But by 
looking up these fun facts about everyone’s favourite springtime coffee contest, I found something interesting: the purchase of a cup 
really is not necessary to play – as long as you’re willing to pay the postage, that is. If you write to Tim Hortons, they will send you 
a free contest cup. Which is cool, but I’m much too lazy to try and increase my chances of winning that way. I guess I’ll just have to 
keep going about my current “money-saving” strategy: buy 8 cups of coffee and get one free. What a deal!
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The PFEC account- Recap of the 2010-2011 School Year 
By: Tara Farquharson, 1T3, PFEC Promotional Director 
 Is it possible that you have yet to partake in the joyous events that PFEC regularly presents?  If you missed this year’s line 
up of enlightening and exciting events, fear not!  I bring you this masterful summary of information which has been acquired from 
this year’s events.  Unfortunately I will attempt but likely undershoot the level of enthusiasm maintained by our speakers.  I strongly 
encourage you to read on, and to join us again next September for more events and chances to learn about how to grow your finances!
The year started off with a bang with an Investor’s Group presentation by David Ruta, who shared with us pearls of wisdom in the 
areas of investing, insurance, business financing and shared effective ways to start building a solid financial portfolio.   
 Mr. Kam Wong’s presentation on money management followed. He worked as a community pharmacist for the majority of 
his career and earned a MBA degree later on. He now works as a financial security advisor for Freedom 55 Financial. He focused on 
the value of money over time, highlighting the fact that money depreciates over time, and that this must be accounted for if you wish 
to accumulate finances.  This is an important strategy in business especially in the event that you end up unable to work at some point 
in your life due to injury or illness.  
 Next came the much anticipated presentation by Dr. Zubin Austin: The man who can make any kind of information (even 
PHM120, if he tried), entertaining.  His presentation focused on the effect that changes in the world economy will have on the phar-
macy profession in Canada.  He outlined predictions of how the pharmacy profession will fare in the future, and what we can do to 
benefit most from these effects. In addition, Zubin shared his insight on some interesting future social trends, such as the trend that 
women are increasingly becoming the primary breadwinners in Canadian households. That is, in the future, it will become common-
place for women to earn higher incomes than men and to hold higher social status in society.
 We also had a presentation by a recent graduate of our program, who also turned out to be the person who founded PFEC 
last year. Tom He, a 1T0, gave tips and pointers on what employers are looking for in pharmacy grads.  He focused on differentiating 
yourself from other individuals, and also gave some insight into working in a community pharmacy from his own experience.  
 And last but certainly not least, Mike Sullivan, president and founder, of Cubic health presented a raw and informative topic 
which included the importance of investing early, and the effect that it has on your bottom line years later.  He also highlighted the 
importance of choosing the right type of investments, and the benefits and drawbacks of each, specifically stating that RRSPs are not 
a benefit to contribute to, until you’ve been working full time for a while, such that you receive the full benefit of the tax deductions.  
Otherwise (before you’re working full time), putting your money into a TFSA might be a better option.  Mike also spoke about his 
experiences with the stock market, and the importance of staying informed in day to day workings of various companies in order to 
be a savvy stock market player.  Other tips from Mike: when trading stocks use discount stock brokers on the internet to save money 
when you make transactions, when seeking financial services opt for people (ex. accountant etc.) that are paid by “fee for service.”
 And look at that!  We’ve had a busy year, and an informative one at that!  I hope that those of you who partook in these events 
enjoyed yourselves, and for those who couldn’t make it, I hope I have convinced you of the relevance of PFEC’s main goal in provid-
ing financial education to our fellow pharmacy students.  We wish you the best of luck on final exams and look forward to seeing your 
bright smiling faces next September!
A message from our President
 I would like to send out a big “thank you” to all the PFEC exec members for the time and effort they put into making our 
events successful! Thank you to: Dipti Tankala, Tyler Robinson, Tara Farquharson, Allan Choi, Nancy Tieu, Chris Lee,  Jihye Han, 
Aurelie Li Kwong Ken, Maisie Famiyeh, Rahman Hussain, and Adam Falconi. 
 If you are interested in joining the PFEC exec team next semester, watch out for our list-serv for application details August.  
In the mean time, you can also visit our club website at: http://pfec.uoftpharmacy.com
Good luck with the rest of the semester!
Christine Zhu (1T1)
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A good day for the 1T2’s:
On a good day…

A patient thanks me for my helpful counselling
We don’t have an exam to write
Dave Dubins spends half of the class playing on his guitar
We watch a movie in Toxicology
Katie bakes a cake
Profs notice when lecture is going overtime
Profs continue teaching instead of waiting for a volunteer 
answer
My therapeutics group doesn’t get called up
We play Tug-of-War
John rides his motorcycle
You can get internet connection during PHM328
You don’t have to leave PB to go to class
I have Est West for lunch
Your PPL TA will prompt you for the right answer 
Solang mixes me a nice drink
Dr. Uetrecht goes on a rant about autism and vaccines
We go to Molly Blooms or the Maddy!
Marie Rocchi gives us cake
You get a PCC case on something from the list of topics in 
the manual

Zenah Surani - OPA Student Board Member (U of T) 
OPA StudentS CuP 2011

 The Ontario Pharmacists’ Association Students’ Cup was started in 2009 and has since become a tradition between Waterloo’s 
School of Pharmacy and U of T’s Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy. Alternating between Waterloo and Toronto each year, this year saw 
the tournament return to home turf as our hockey team fought to defend their their two-time OPA Cup championship title. The game 
was held at the Varsity Arena on the U of T campus and featured Kenny Ma and Fadie Jebrail as announcers, as well as Lisa Levangie 
handling the scoreboard and timing. The game began with a superb a capella performance of the national anthem by the Pharmacy Choir. 
Then, our very own Dean Henry Mann as well as the two student OPA board members, Stacey D’Angelo (University of Waterloo) and 
Zenah Surani (University of Toronto) took to the ice to drop the puck for the two captains; Claude Charbonneau (UW) and Tyler Robin-
son (U of T). The first period was surprisingly intense, given that our team lost many strong 1T0 players last year, and also given all the 
rumours that the UW team was bigger and faster than ever! Our side scored two goals during this period. As it turned out, those were the 
only goals for the U of T side that were ever recorded on the scoreboard that game. Waterloo went on to win by a score of 10-2. 
 The game brought out many fans from our faculty, most of whom were wearing red t-shirts decorated at the pep rally (i.e. 
“Leslie Dan is my homeboy” and “6-0 and GOLD”), as well as posters (i.e. “Toronto flies like a G6” and “Bring out the Anger(s)”--in 
reference to the U of T team’s hockey superstar and med chem professor Stephane Angers). UW also brought out a crowd of spirited fans 
donning black decorated t-shirts. The first intermission saw UW SOPhs president Kaitlin Bynkoski go head to head with our very own 
UPS president, Dave Yam in a shootout. Congrats to Dave for winning the shootout! The much-loved puck toss took place in the second 
intermission, and for about two minutes it seemed like the arena was raining pucks! Thank you to Heather Bannerman for determining 
the winner as a hush fell over the crowd--it was so close that she had to measure the distance to centre ice with a ruler! A fan from UW 
won the 50/50 puck toss, which saw $150 go towards Japan earthquake relief efforts. 
 After the game, U of T and UW fans alike made their way down the street to the Maddy for the official OPASC 2011 afterparty! 
Thank you to our sponsors, without whom this event would not have happened: UPS, the OPA, Remedy’s Rx and Loblaw Pharmacy. 
Thank you to all the volunteers, including: Laura Bandiera, Heather Bannerman, Emily Chen, Kim Do, Rachel Fu, Michelle Hoang, 
Ashley Homsma, Rahman Hussain, Yifan Jiang, Diane Lai, Paul Moyer, Julia Sovran, Shanshan Zhu, and George Zahalan. A HUGE 
thank you to Kaye Sin for designing the awesome OPASC 2011 logo! Of course, we couldn’t have done it without the commitment and 
dedication of our amazing planning committee, Farah Daya, Sidika Dhalla, Bryan Falcioni, Fadie Jebrail, Lisa Levangie, Kenny Ma, 
Salini Ram, Marko Tomas, and Amy Wong. Last but not least, I’d like to thank my intrepid OPASC co-chair, UPS Co-ed Athletic Rep 
Brendon Wiebe, for all the work he put into making this event and also the pep rally a success, and for putting up with me during some 
stressful times (i.e. not knowing if the refs were going to come until they actually showed up!) All in all, it was a great event and we’ll 
see you all for OPASC 2012 in Waterloo! GO TORONTO GOOOO!!
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By: Adam Calabrese, 1T1 Monograph Rep

Being asked to do a fourth year anti-calendar kind of sucks. 
This is my second anti-calendar I’ve had to do this year. Slave-
drivers, these editors are. (Editor’s Edit: We’re awesome.)  And 
what’s there to say? Everyone wants to know how fourth year 
is (also, second years want to know how third year is). So, how 
is it? Well maybe after three years of having my soul pounded 
against a wall so hard it makes crush videos look like church, 
my tolerance for nonsense has risen considerably, but fourth year 
wasn’t that horrible. Yes, you will still deal with useless courses 
and stress over exams and marking schemes and wonder yet 
once again why you have to know this, but there’s something 
different about it. Perhaps the psychological boost of knowing 
there’s only four months of it to deal with, or having an elective 
(even if your choices are restricted), or something, but you’ll be 
okay. Probably. If you’ve made your way through the first three 
years of pharmacy school okay (especially without exemptions) 
then there’s nothing fourth year presents that you’re incapable of 
doing.

PHM 421: Pharmaceutical Care III

This course is a continuation of third year therapeutics, so 
the only thing that’s “new” is the material. You’ll have a few 
CSSesses, a written exam and a combination oral/written exam 
for the final as last year. If you need more detail than this, you 
should perhaps start paying attention to third year therapeutics.

PHM 425: Pharmacy Practice Research

The secret to passing this course is to become intimately 
acquainted with all things honey crisp. Hint: Archibald Orchards 
makes a honey crisp apple wine which I’m sure goes extremely 
well with the noodles from the medical science building cafeteria. 
I’m sure Prof. Grootendorst will take this into consideration. 
Other than this, there’s a midterm, an assignment that is far more 
intimidating on paper than in reality, and a final exam to do. I did 
my assignment (a research protocol with a literature review and 
presentation) by myself and although people pitied me at first, it 
turned out to be an advantage: it’s not that much more work than 
doing it in a group (the bulk of the marks are done independently) 
and you don’t have to bother fighting with your group-mates 
about the direction of the project. Involve honey crisp apples if 
you can. 

PHM 427: Health Systems in Society II

This course exists in the same vein as PHM 120 and PHM 227. 
Now, my mother never actually told me to not say anything if I 
couldn’t say anything nice (and if she did, I’ve soundly repressed 
that memory). Nonetheless I’m not going to tell you what I 
think of this course, so you’re going to have to guess what I’m 
thinking. 

PHM 428: Professional Practice IV

Professor Moy actually has a really good sense of humour, if 

her behaviour backstage at the Phollies was any indication. That 
doesn’t really have anything to do with how she runs her course. 
Nonetheless, it is starkly rational in response to most other things: 
she doesn’t care about students dressing professionally for it. You 
will fail individual labs for teaching points, but you will not fail 
the course for it. Further, although you may fail individual labs, 
you will not fail the course based on individual outcomes: she 
wants to see progress over the course of the term. So as long as 
you don’t fail for the same reason every lab, you’re in the clear. 
Can we now agree to stop worrying about it?

PHM 429: Pharmacy Practice Seminar

Once again the warm, fuzzy aura of Zubin Austin will descend 
onto your class and you will wonder a) what you had been doing 
with your life beforehand, and b) what you will do with your life 
after. The class is stupid easy in comparison to other courses, 
which is to say, Zubin teaches in a way that is meant to get you 
to learn something rather than confuse you for the sadistic end 
of confusing undergraduates. That said, when it comes to tort 
law, please avoid asking stupid questions using examples that 
Zubin has already explicitly used and explained. Also, try not to 
take any of the psychology lectures to heart: it is nearly a truism 
that everyone becomes intolerable with a rudimentary level of 
psychology knowledge. That, and you will be explaining every 
lapsus, stubbed toe, and behavioural quirk with some kind of 
childhood trauma. 

Selective Courses

PHM 454: Selected Topics in the Pharmaceutical Industry

The instructor was well-reviewed and I am informed that the 
content of the class will be tailored according to interest. Guest 
speakers from various companies fill the second half of the class 
from various areas such as sales, marketing, medical affairs, etc. 
There will be one midterm, a final open-book exam, 4-5 page 
essay, and 10% of the final grade is based on attendance.

PHM 458: Pharmacy Practice Management in the Community

Dean Lavack was the instructor and rumour has it the average 
for the first midterm was something like 95%. That said, nobody 
from this class e-mailed me with any material, so you’re kind of 
on your own here. 

PHM 459: Institutional Pharmacy Practice Management

Bill Wilson is the professor and the style is rather similar to his 
third year course, but focused exclusively on hospital topics. 
The exam content will, of course, be based nearly exclusively 
on the power point content (and if you remember his third year 
course, it is memorization heavy) but Prof. Wilson manages to fill 
in the slides with anecdotes and experience that make attending 
worthwhile.

4th Year Anti-Calendar
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Elective Courses

PHM 450: Aboriginal Issues in Health and Healing

This course involves sitting in a circle, sharing your “feelings”, 
using psychoactive substances, eating snacks during breaks 
to satisfy the munchies, and singing kumbaya. Or so I’m told. 
And there are non-pharmacy students, so the workload is 
(comparatively) light to prevent them from experiencing what 
it’s like to earn a real university credit. Somewhere in between, 
you learn about issues facing First Nations from their own 
perspective, write papers, and a culminating activity report based 
on group work. The people who took this class and wrote to me 
about it seemed fond of it, so I can only assume that selection 
bias is involved.

PHM 456: Introduction to Paediatric Pharmacy Practice, guest 
contribution by Cameron Forbes

“Kids!” - Jimmy Stewart

This quotation pretty much summarizes what most of the lectures 
in this course are centred around. You also touch on adolescence, 
infancy, and pregnancy. For instance, did you know a woman’s 
areolas get darker during pregnancy? This is very important 
material for the final exam. The course is entirely taught by guest 
lecturers from Sick Kids, so you get a good mix of lessons and 
teaching styles. The material often seems like a diluted review of 
Therapeutics, but since school isn’t homeopathic, the info isn’t 
more potent. Rather, there’s a ton of it, but because the classes 
never finish on time or get through the entire lecture, you really 
only end up learning a general overview of each subject. So while 
I would say it is one of the harder electives, the giant stack of 
notes you end up with is more voluminous than complicated, and 
the exams are very fair. Overall, take it if you think you might 
be interested in pediatrics. If you’re in community pharmacy, 
you might be able to use a little of what you learn, but most of 
the good stuff you’d only use if you have your own kids. And 
let’s face it: with pharmacist salaries being cut, there’s really no 
incentive left for anyone to procreate with a pharmacist. 

PHM 457: Natural Health Products

The course only touches on a handful of topics. There are 
10 classes covered by Heather Boon; unfortunately, one of 
them is homeopathy (spit). Other topics include naturopathy, 
Western herbal medicine, naturopathic regulations and NHP 
compounding. There is a group presentation on the end on a 
particular indication and its related products, which are testable. 
My field correspondents were not, altogether, impressed with the 
course. As with Boon’s lectures from Debra Sibbald’s second and 
third year courses, recommendations often boil down to there 
being insufficient evidence to recommend use, and although the 
topic is important and popular, other subjects abound.

PHM 462: Alcohol and Substance Use Disorders

The people who wrote to me about this course were rather fond of 
it, but if PHM 429 taught me anything, they only took this course 
as a reaction formation against their own desire to abuse alcohol 
(or to find a life partner). A lot of the content is based on framing 
information in a patient-friendly way. The exams are not based 
on memorizing details, but rather, writing about the dialogue 
you would have with a patient on a given topic. Substance abuse 

disorders are reviewed along with evidence-based treatments and 
DSM criteria for their diagnosis, as well as the ethics involved in 
treating these individuals. 

PHM 463: Pharmacotherapy in Obstetrics and Gynecology

Now perhaps because I took this elective – and because I have 
a man-crush on Tom Brown – I heartily recommend this course. 
You learn the inside outs of contraceptives and menstrual 
disorders (something not particularly covered in the rest of the 
curriculum), menopause and its treatments, as well as infertility. 
Now that I’m in a community SPEP rotation, not a day goes by 
where I don’t use something that Tom Brown taught me, and for 
most of these things, I wouldn’t have a clue what to say were it 
not for this course. When I first signed up for the elective, people 
responded with “Oh, I heard that was the hardest one.” I’m not 
sure where it got this reputation from, unless these are the words 
of people whose interest in life is putting in the bare minimum 
(and, one assumes, take PHM 450 instead).

PHM 468: Self-Directed Online Problem Based Learning 
Elective in Self-Medication

My understanding is that this course is a lot of work, and 
requires self-motivation. You essentially conference with Debra 
Sibbald on your topic, critically appraise the literature on it, and 
synthesize a written piece on said topic. Rumour has it you will 
end up with a good mark because Debra Sibbald does not accept 
sub-par work, but it takes a lot of effort to get there.

A final note on electives: don’t be one of “those” people 
who signs up for an easy elective and audits the hard one, or 
who signs up for every elective under the sun, or confuses 
choosing an elective with making a serious life decision. There 
are pharmacists who, not long after graduation, don’t really 
remember which elective they chose. Pick one thing that interests 
you, not something that you think will be less work or because 
you think it will make a difference in where you can get a job.

By: Amy Luo, 1T2

Art Attack art attack art attack
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Demographic Info
Name: Mike Sullivan
Year of Graduation: 2000
Which pharmacy school did you graduate from? Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan
Have you completed any advanced training or certifica-
tion? 
Completed my MBA from the Schulich School of Business 
at York University with a specialization in Finance.
Do you participate in any other professional activities 
(eg. committees, professional associations)? Member of 
the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy in US, and On-
tario Pharmacists Association. I am a member of the Board 
of Directors at OPA, and serve on their Audit and Finance 
Committee.

Job Description
Are you a part A or B pharmacist? Part A
What position do you hold or what is your current prac-
tice? President, Cubic Health Inc. 
Describe your typical work day? We manage prescription 
drug benefit plans for medium- and large-size Canadian em-
ployers.  
What do you like most about your job? That as a pharma-
cist, I can impact the sustainability of drug plans to ensure 
they continue to allow Canadians generous access to and 
coverage of medications.
What is the most challenging aspect of your job?  Not 
enough hours in the day... life can get very busy.

Job History
How did you get to where you are today? I co-founded 
the company in 2003 with two other pharmacists who I met 
through CAPSI. 
What were some of the greatest challenges that you had 
to overcome along the way? With a new business, you take 
on a big risk investing in yourselves and trying to build a 
business that will survive, grow and have a meaningful im-
pact.  There are no guarantees of success, so the challenge 
was to use our limited resources to build a business that 
could go on to be successful.

What courses, degrees, or previous positions that you 
have held do you find the most relevant to your current 
job? My pharmacy degree and my MBA are both very rel-

evant to what I do every day.

What are your future plans? Grow Cubic Health to the 
point where we impact a minimum out of 1 out of every 4 
prescriptions dispensed in Canada every year.

Pharmacy School

Fondest Memory from Pharmacy School: 
Getting involved with CAPSI and meeting the people who 
would eventually become my business partners. 
Favourite Pharmacy Course: Therapeutics (even though I 
wasn’t great at it)
Summer Jobs held during Pharmacy School:  Tennis In-
structor/managing a tennis club, Intern at a Compounding 
Pharmacy in Saskatoon, Summer Intern at Apotex. 

Advice Questions
If you did your pharmacy degree all over again, what 
would you do differently?  I wouldn’t do anything differ-
ently outside of getting more involved in the program from 
the first week on...as opposed to starting in my second year.

What advice do you have for current pharmacy students 
or new graduates?

The only people who do not respect pharmacists are other 
pharmacists.  Do not get discouraged by fellow pharmacists 
you meet along the way who are disillusioned with where 
the profession is going – focus on all of things you can do 
with your degree and the positive impact you can have on 
countless lives.  Find mentors who can help you realize your 
potential, don’t waste time with whiners who aren’t happy 
with what they are doing but don’t have the ambition and/or 
courage to change what they are doing.

What kind of skills/qualities should students focus on re-
fining while still in school that will make them successful 
in a career such as yours?  

Get as much experience as you can in different areas and 
talk to as many people as you can so you can get different 
perspectives on what opportunities lie ahead.

RX FILES 
A conversation with Mike Sullivan submitted by Dipti Tankala and Natalia Persad 
UPS External Affairs Directors
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Escapades of a Volunteer By Henry Leung, 1T4 

Love Story(s)
 Papa Leung once told me that, “What your lips cannot express to someone, your heart will. And although your lips can lie, what 
your heart speaks is always the truth.” Obviously, I had to paraphrase my father’s Cantonese with my mediocre understanding of said 
language, but it was always in my nature to find a personal connection to simple things like the words he spoke that night. Whether it’s 
from online videos of the mundane, extra-curricular lectures (I’m a geek) and films, or just conversing with a friend about the casual and 
unspectacular, certain phrases and pictures have a way of burrowing into my memory while others do not (120 readings, for example). 
And what use are my recollections if I do not share them?
 I would just like to spend a couple moments to appreciate the masterful segue above, because really, I do not have the technique 
nor talent to weave whatever it is I am about to say into something extraordinarily stirring and meaningful. I have a headache and this 
submission is due within a couple hours, so my excuse is I am letting the stories speak for themselves. So here I am, at a loss of creativity 
and linguistic direction, and I will just present to you a collection of lovely stories I was blessed enough to have listened to during my 
volunteering opportunities at NYGH’s Seniors Health Center and with the Senior’s Outreach group at our very own university. 
 I believe the elderly are awesome because they have so many incredible stories to tell. Some of the sweetest things an elderly 
person will deliver to you are stories of their loved ones. Joy was a senior at SHC that was nearing her 90s when we met. Simple subtrac-
tion would indicate that she was in her teens when World War II took place. Joy was from a small town in Nova Scotia (or Newfound-
land) and she met her high school sweetheart…in high school. Joy never told me his name, but like most boys of his age at the time, Joy’s 
sweetheart was enlisted to serve in Europe. The Internet was not around at the time so Joy’s sweetheart sent her letters every chance he 
got, telling her he was safe and how much he missed her (aw!). But one day, the letters stopped coming. Joy’s sweetheart was injured in 
a battle and was sent to rehabilitate in a facility that did not accommodate for sending letters. I cannot even begin to imagine what would 
have gone through Joy’s mind, not knowing what happened to her significant other some thousands of miles away. Fortunately, Joy’s 
sweetheart was a resourceful boy and he befriended a nurse that took care of him. He went on to discover that the nurse would return to 
Canada soon after, so he gave the nurse a ring, Joy’s address and told her to let Joy know that he will return home and marry her after he 
recovers. And so, the nurse left for Canada a couple days later and trekked to Nova Scotia (or was it Newfoundland?), knocked on Joy’s 
door and passed on her sweetheart’s tender message. How could Joy say, “No.”? I mean, literally, she couldn’t possibly send the nurse 
back to tell him of her rejection. But luckily, she accepted his proposal and they got married when he eagerly returned to his high school 
sweetheart. 
 Not all the stories I heard were as poetic and epic as Joy’s but the underlying themes were always similar, if not identical. There 
is Eva, a fellow volunteer who had been volunteering for 10 to 15 years prior to my escapades at the SHC because she wanted to keep 
her husband company when he was admitted to the SHC. And even after he passed, she faithfully remained and continues to volunteer 
in the little Tuck Shop every Wednesday. Lauren was a coordinator at the SHC and she actually began working there with her mother 
and her father long before I began volunteering there. I had not known at the time but her mother had passed away just months before I 
began at SHC. When I found out about her mother’s passing, I was extremely moved because if you have ever met Lauren, she was the 
most incredibly optimistic and cheerful lady you will ever meet in your life. Despite (or because of, perhaps) continuing her work in a 
place where she essentially shared a great deal of memories of her deceased mother, she was the most welcoming and friendly coordina-
tor to me. There was also Mr. Adjee, who visited SHC everyday and bought the same items from the Tuck Shop (yogurt cups and mango 
juice) for Mrs. Adjee, and they would sit in her room for hours sharing their snacks. One day, while I was walking by the couple, I noted 
to Mrs. Adjee that Mr. Adjee is an incredibly sweet man and how she should kiss him as a reward for his awesomeness. She gave me 
an odd glare and my volunteering partner thought I was stupid. It was fairly awkward but such is the fun I derived from listening to and 
understanding the perseverance of love and the strengthening of people’s resolve because of love.  
 Then there was the man that bought a coke every day to share with his mother under the SHC’s lovely gazebo. They would 
sit there for hours and hours (weather permitting) and I am very sure it does not take so long to finish a coke. Lastly, and most trivially, 
NYGH publishes a monthly paper for volunteers and within the booklet, there is always a section thanking the longest-serving volun-
teers with the organization. The names were grouped into sections of years served with the organization, going from 5 years, 10 years, 
all the way up to 40 years or so. I was browsing through the booklet once (I was really bored) and I came across this list of names. I 
don’t consider myself observant but I couldn’t help but notice pairs of volunteers that shared the same last name but had opposite-sex 
first names. Now, I don’t want to brag about my intellect, but I figured out then and there that they were probably couples. Couples that 
had been volunteering together for 5, 10, 20, 25 years. Just think about for a second. 
 What I learned is that it never hurts to talk to people. All around us are these wonderful people, speaking to us with their hearts, 
through their stories. Quoting Papa Leung, although people can lie, the main message he was bringing across was that the people you 
may meet and the people you have met make it all worthwhile. Yes, a person could be deceitful with what they say or who they are, but 
you won’t uncover the truly worthwhile ones without talking to them first. What is one moment of awkwardness compared to a lifetime’s 
worth of values, friendships and stories? I sincerely believe that everyone has a story worthy of being shared with friends, family and 
even strangers. The greatest part of a person’s life isn’t the ridiculous tales of their fantastical adventures, but their everyday, casual act 
of being themselves. That is, their retelling of the relatively simple and unspectacular aspects of their life. But if you listen closely, you 
will figure out what they are trying to tell you with their heart and that is when you really begin to appreciate their escapades. 
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  Some of you might remember 
that as part of my opening dia-
logue for the Phollies, I referenced 
a book called La Peste written by 
Albert Camus. If you weren’t at 
the Phollies, you should have 
been there (it was awesome). I 
also posed with this book for my 

graduation photo with a pipe and a cocked eyebrow because it is 
the stuffiest and most intellectual book I own. And it’s in French. 
Camus is commonly thought of as an existentialist, but he was 
really an absurdist. The absurd, in philosophical terms, is not just 
what humans don’t understand, but cannot understand. Ostensibly, 
it’s about an Algerian city stricken by the plague which is forced to 
close its gates and endure a quarantine, but what the book is really 
about is how human beings deal with chaos, and solidarity (and ir-
rationality) under adversity. Between the very dense French and a 
denser study schedule, it took me from September until December 
to read it. In fact, I finished it on the flight home from Mexico. It 
followed an interesting arc: the gates of the city re-opened as I re-
entered Canadian airspace, free of any further pharmacy exams.

Short of some wildly unfortunate event, this will be my last article 
for The Monograph. I’ve had something published in every issue 
since September of 2007. I like to encourage a certain esprit de 
corps, and it’s also the reason I co-hosted the Phollies (and did 
an awesome job). You would think for all the shared misery we’d 
have a better sense of humour about us, but I’ve been glad to see 
more (and funny) submissions from the lower years in The Mono-
graph lately. I’ve been saddened to see some people publishing 
and plagiarizing crap that plainly only serves to add a line to their 
resume. I’d like The Monograph to be one of the many bits of 
solidarity we have against the absurdity of pharmacy school. I use 
“absurd” here because I am sure that understanding the point of 
most of our curriculum, especially in first year, is beyond even the 
theoretical bounds of human capacity, but ultimately, you get over 
that fact. Don’t get me wrong, though: first year sucks. I might 
actually prefer to do basic training again than first year. But despite 
the frustration, it dissipates. La Peste ends with the main charac-
ter realizing that while the plague is gone and the city re-opened, 
with separated couples and families re-united and life slowly re-
starting, the rats in the sewers still carry the bacteria and the plague 
could return at any time. Unlike the Black Death, pharmacy school 
eventually goes away for good. The real issue is hacking it long 
enough until things stop sucking and start being rewarding. So, in 
solidarity with the first and second years (particularly those with-
out exemptions), I am reprinting with some modification an article 
I wrote for The Monograph at the end of my first year. At the time, 
it was absolutely hilarious. Reading it now, it feels like somebody 
else’s writing (somebody awesome, of course) but I hope it strikes 
a nerve for the rest of you. The original title was “How I Learned 
To Stop Worrying and Love The Curriculum”. I eventually did 

learn to stop hating the curriculum – or at least, to forget how much 
I had hated it. 

 In contemplating writing a year-end article summarizing 
what I thought of my first year of pharmacy school, I had initially 
considered an enormous and long rant on the irrelevance, disen-
gagement and general uselessness of most courses that began with 
a P.  After three pages and having exhausted my ability to compare 
the teaching ability of various professors to something unworthy 
of remedial high school courses and explaining how various PhD 
(candidates’) presences in the school makes me ashamed of be-
ing a student here, something dawned on me: the faculty doesn’t 
have it wrong, I do. You might be tricked into thinking that cur-
rent pharmacy practice is not ideal patient-centered pharmaceuti-
cal care™, but you’ve been deceived: what you think is current 
pharmacy practice is, in fact, a mere front. How do I know? Well, 
PHM 128 starts out as a course focused on acquiring technical 
jargon related to pharmacy practice like medical terminology, pre-
scription shorthand and the basics of jurisprudence, but morphs 
into a highly disorganized and thoroughly trademarked lecture on 
something called patient-centered pharmaceutical care™ , heav-
ily influenced by a book entitled “Pharmaceutical Care Practice”. 
Here, we learned a trademarked and propriety process of providing 
patient care focused solely on the patient’s medications.  While a 
casual reading might make you wonder which diploma mill the 
three authors’ four doctorates came from (adding on an honorary 
doctorate), a closer inspection reveals their unbridled genius. So 
powerful was this realization that I blacked out instantly, and woke 
up four hours later in a ditch missing a kidney.

Pharmaceutical care is all about making money.  The more prob-
lems a patient has, the more you’re allowed to charge them.  How 
else does one make money in the pharmaceutical care business?  
By coming up with a series of patient care activities, decide their 
order by throwing darts against a wall, change a few words at ran-
dom, double your word count by adding “responsibilities” com-
plementary to yet indistinguishable from associated “activities”, 
add a © logo in random places, calling it the Pharmacotherapy 
Workup™ (while being sure to use that phrase as many times as 
grammatically possible), and sell it to pharmacy schools who are 
credulous and lazy enough to buy it. I’m pretty sure that’s how sci-
ence is supposed to work.

Reaching this realization, courses like PHM 120, 127 and 128 
don’t bother me anymore. Irrelevant content, you say? Why, how 
do you expect to provide patient-centered care if you don’t know 
what the Edict of Frederick was? I’ve lost count of the number of 
patients who have asked me that very question, and you could see 
in their eyes that they simply wouldn’t take me seriously were I 
unable to respond. And speaking of caring, the subject of PHM 
129 arises.  Scheduling two hour orientation seminars with per-

“HOw I LeArned tO StOP wOrryIng 
And LOve tHe CurrICuLum”

By: Adam Calabrese, 1T1 Monograph Rep
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haps thirty minutes of valuable information presented is the very 
foundation of caring about students. I mean patients.

“But Adam!” you’re saying. “Aren’t there other subjects we could 
learn that would really help us understand patients better? Like 
languages, or economics, or business, that would make us more 
well-rounded human beings?” What are you people, high? Are 
you suggesting that you would rather make the patient interaction 
process easier, rather than rise to a challenge? If I may provide an 
anecdote here, a distant cousin of mine is a paramedic who speaks 
both Italian and English fluently.  In responding to the call of an 
elderly Italian couple where the husband suffered a heart attack, 
his wife was not put at ease by the paramedic’s ability to speak 
Italian; she was further confused and scared, probably because he 
was using well-rounded social skills instead of things he learned 
in school. A whole lot of grief could have been avoided were he to 
begin reciting the history of paramedicine and the Ancient Greeks’ 
first descriptions of angina. Further, if you will walk but a few 
blocks west of our faculty building, you may find medical clinics 
staffed by multilingual doctors, nurses, pharmacists and reception-
ists.  These sad relics of the medical world persist, for some reason 
beyond my imagination, and the sad faces of patients who come 
in and out tell me everything I need to know. Much for the same 
reason hipsters shop at independent bookstores, these old loyalists 
still patronize multilingual medical practices out of a nostalgia for 
mom-and-pop medical shops of a day gone by, to protest corpo-
rate medicine, and because they think speaking a more romantic 
language will make them a more impressive mate. But, back to 
my original point; the rest of the curriculum is simply illuminated 
by PHM 128’s brilliant concept of pharmacy(…eutical care™). 
One may run into the problem of being unable to recite, for exam-
ple, the fact that apothecaries became more trusted than physicians 
during the plagues of the Middle Ages in a language the patient un-
derstands. But this isn’t really a problem. You can probably run it 
through Google Translate and pronounce everything phonetically.

It may take time to realize, but pharmacy practice doesn’t really 
consist of filling hundreds of prescriptions per day, dealing with 
impatient patients (who are in desperate need of being re-educated 
about their medication experience, as they insist on calling them-
selves “customers”) or being frustrated with patients who tell you 
that you only know what pharmaceutical companies want you to 
know, or declare ticks to not be the source of lyme disease, or 
think that homeopathy is a good way to treat a child who may 
be suffering from pneumonia. What really happens is that after a 
patient has a prescription filled (by pharmacy robots; rxbots, if you 
will), they come in to see a pharmaceutical practitioner about their 
medication.  This pharmaceutical practitioner then gets to know 
the patient as a person, so that the patient does not feel like a sum 
of organ systems. The pharmaceutical practitioner then elicits in-
formation from a patient. I particularly like this step. Jana Bajcar’s 
one-woman recitations of conversations of pharmacists attempting 
to elicit information from patients who confuse drug names with 
dead relatives thrilled me in ways I’ve never been thrilled before. 
Soon after, the pharmaceutical practitioner makes rational deci-
sions about the patient’s drug therapy. Then, as thirty or forty dol-
lars is clearly not enough to pay for a Z-pack for the treatment of a 
simple sinus infection, a bill is charged and another appointment is 
made. Frankly, I don’t know why I held such wild misconceptions 

about pharmacy practice in the first place. Community pharmacists 
are acting as a major front group for what really happens in phar-
macy, and the deception is so great as to not even be revealed to 
their student understudies. 

Moving back to PHM 120, I feel it is necessary for me to atone for 
the many harsh things I have said about it in the past.  Frankly, hav-
ing accepted pharmaceutical care as the one true model of pharma-
cy, the vast knowledge gained there is simply indispensable (ha! 
A pun! Get it?). What knowledge, you ask? Perhaps I should start 
with the writing seminars. I haven’t been on the receiving end of 
such high quality writing and presentation advice since my high 
school teachers discovered that a hamburger was an apt metaphor 
for the structure of an essay. I’ve also learned that sans-serif fonts 
are ideal for presentations, as they create a solid line along the bot-
tom of a string of characters, and direct the audience’s attention to-
wards it, and were I not so convinced about pharmaceutical care™ 
I might be compelled to wonder why the lecturer’s own use of a 
sans-serif font didn’t direct the class’ attention towards her presen-
tation. What else have I learned? Well, learning the life of Ernest 
B. Shuttleworth and the history of pharmacy in Ontario (and Cana-
da… and Europe) have had a profound impact on my life. Jennifer 
Beales and Zubin Austin co-authored an article on the subject, and 
it was a piece of writing so blindingly brilliant that its complex 
organization remains elusive to its mere mortal readers, and its 
syntax and voice, which might normally be reserved for late-night 
infomercials, was a bold protest against the simple, chronologi-
cal manner in which historical information is normally presented. 
While I must admit that the “point”, as it were, of the article is not 
quite within my grasp, my faith in pharmaceutical care™ remains 
unshaken. The only rational conclusion to be drawn is that this 
dense tome written on such an obscure topic represents a key part 
of the pharmaceutical care ™ prophecy that has yet to be revealed.

I have since taped a poster of Ernest Shuttleworth to the ceiling 
over my bed in preparation for what I can only assume will be the 
day when Shuttleworth’s zombie re-takes his rightful place as dean 
of this faculty. I, for one, welcome our brain-eating overlords, as 
they should provide exciting practical applications for neuroanato-
my. Signs of this zombie apocalypse are imminent: just look at our 
professors. As a result, I’ve become quite satisfied with the cur-
rent pharmacy curriculum. In-class writing assignments that can 
be summarized with “Oh yeah, well, my mom thinks pharmacy is 
a profession!” are preferable to real academic disciplines like his-
tory or languages, with all that thinking required. Who wants their 
health care providers to be well-rounded human beings? Patients 
would no doubt be put at ease knowing that a considerable portion 
of a pharmacist’s first year of education is dedicated to justifying 
the professionosity of the profession, its role in the health care 
system, and learning the details of a practice mode which I’m risk-
ing my personal safety by merely writing about. Can’t you just 
imagine the many conversations I’ll one day have with patients 
because of my first year education? Every complaint could be an-
swered with “Ma’am, I’m a professional because I am licensed by 
an autonomous governing and licensing body, am viewed as a pro-
fessional by the public and by other professions, and am granted 
professional status under provincial legislation. Are you calling 
my core competencies into question?”
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This is a picture I drew in an effort to convince the 15 or so people in the picture to come to a Winterlicious lunch. Normally, it’s next to 
impossible to arrange something with all of them, but to our surprise, everyone showed up and we had a terrific time =D (Nancy Tieu, 1T2)

Compendium of Phirst Year 
(CPY)

By: Sana Naqvi, 1T4 Monograph Rep

First year of pharmacy is almost done
I can’t believe we’re already through!

Aside from the hard work, it was pretty fun
Now with 4 months off, what am I gonna do?

So much happened this year
I don’t know where to begin,

Phrosh got us all into gear
I gotta say, the hypnotist show was ballin’

Then came meeting so many new friends
Life-long ones I’m sure they’ll be

Each person unique with their own trends
Yet we all get along with such great harmony :)

And I’m sure no one will ever forget
The greatest ever stats scandal

While feeling so frustrated and upset
There to make us laugh was Ian Crandall

And then there was Phys Chem
Which we all thought was death class

Staying up all night until the a.m
Calculating entropy for an ideal gas

Then came all the IPE sessions
But trying to get a spot was absurd

We began learning about different professions
But the role of doctors was all I ever heard!

Finally it was second term,
And we had a bit of a break

But our first PPL made us squirm,
At least 127 was always a piece of cake! 

And now we’re excited since first year is ending,
It’s amazing to see how time flies

Even though three more years are still pending
I’m sure we’ll be sad to say our goodbyes. 
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Pharmacy Athlet ics!
Female Athletics

Evelyn Lau (1T2) is the female athlete of the month. She has played many sports including soccer and indoor soccer, flag football on 
both the female and co-ed teams. She also captained our indoor soccer this term and led the team into playoffs. Her speed and endur-

ance makes her a key player both offensively and defensively. Congratulations Evelyn!
Intramural teams update: 
Both indoor soccer and volleyball teams made into quarter finals this season. Although they were not able to 
triumph further into semi-finals, both teams had high participation and winning spirit during the games and 
took home two 3rd-place finishes. Only the women’s hockey team stands out this season as they will be in 
their final game with UTSC in a few days. So good luck to our joint Pharm/Med hockey team!!
For women’s soccer, the girls enjoyed some bonding activities after games. (McFlurry, anyone?) This should 
be encouraged more to build team spirit in the future.
 Julia Sovran from 1T2 showed superb athleticism in the indoor soccer battle against UTSC with injured 
knee. Let’s hope she gets well soon. A big thank you goes out to all ladies who represented pharmacy this 
year. The year wouldn’t be successful and fun without you! I would also like to thank Lisa Levangie (1T2) 
for being such an awesome mentor for me.
 Congratulations to Jenny Kotsidis (1T1) and Jennifer Lam (1T1) for winning the intramural T awards! They 
deserve it, for all their contributions and involvements in intramurals over their four years in our faculty.

Lastly, I would like to welcome the incoming UPS Female Athletic Director for 2011-2012, Faye Peralta (1T3). It’s been a pleasure 
being your rep this year and I hope to see more of you out at games in September!

Shanshan Zhu - UPS Female Athletic Director

Male Athletics
 Now that this season is winding down I hope that you’ve all taken advantage of the opportunities to play some intramural 
sports this term! Some of our sports are still ongoing with the hockey and soccer team in the midst of a playoff run and in contention 
for the championship. Our basketball and volleyball teams had a good run this year but came up short of the championship. It was great 
to see the progression in skill levels with all of our teams besting past performances. The athlete of the month for February is Bryan 
Falcioni (1T2). Bryan has been an integral member of both the hockey team, the co-ed volleyball team and has been active in racquet 
sports clubs within the faculty. The March athlete of the month is Andrew Wong (1T3). He has participated in many sports including 
ultimate frisbee, inner-tube waterpolo, and basketball. Congratulations guys and thank you for your hard work. As this year ends and 
we move towards exam season, remember to take some time to stay active. Intramural sports will be over but there will be many of your 
classmates who are ready for pickup games and with the warmer weather approaching it’ll be a great excuse to get outside and take a 
study break. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for a great year as UPS Male Athletic director. I’ll be passing my duties 
off to Davin Shikaze and I’m sure that male pharmacy athletics will be in great hands. Here’s to a successful upcoming fall semester!

Marko Tomas - UPS Male Athletic Director 

Co-Ed Athletics Update
 Thank you to all of our Co-Ed athletes, captains, and coaches who made Co-Ed intramurals happen this year and also con-
tributed to its success!  Although none of our Co-Ed teams won any titles, our Innertube Waterpolo team came close, making it to the 
semi finals. Our volleyball and ultimate frisbee teams both played well this season, but unfortunately neither made it to the finals.
 Thank you to everyone who attended the OPA Student Cup on March 20th at the Varsity Arena.  There was a good turnout 
with many faculty and students showing up.  Thanks to all the diehard fans that came out with loud cheers, great posters, and wearing 
red t-shirts!  The Waterloo team seemed to have the advantage this year, taking the cup with them to Waterloo for the first time in his-
tory. This event took a lot of planning and couldn’t have been put together without our OPA Student Representative, Zenah Surani, and 
all of the other volunteers that helped put the event together. Special thanks to Salini Ram, Amy Wong, Farah Daya,  Sidika Dhalla, 
Bryan Falcioni and the other UPS  Athletics Directors for their contribution in planning this event. Also, thanks to our hockey team 
for representing U of T pharmacy and playing a great game of hockey. Let’s hope we can win the cup back next year, when the OPA 
Students Cup will return to Waterloo. 
 As intramurals this year wrap up and comes to a close, I would like to thank everyone who has participated in intramurals and 
made Pharmacy Athletics a huge success this year. Intramurals could not run without the help of captains, so I’d like to thank all of the 
captains that captained a team this year. Finally, I would like to congratulate Irene Lee for being awarded the Co-ed Athletic position 
next year on UPS. Good luck Irene!

Brendon Wiebe - UPS Coed Athletic Director
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MAD LIBS: Pharmasized  
By: Dipti Tankala and Evelyn Lau, class of 1T2

How to Play? First grab a friend. Before reading the story, ask them to assign words to the parts of speech 
embedded within the story. Then read the story out loud with the words they provided!  

Journey of the 1T2’s:
Once upon a time, the [adjective ____________________] 1T2’s were in first year of pharmacy school. Eve-
ry [adjective______________] morning, the 1T2’s would [adverb ending in “-ly”__________________] 
go to lecture and listen to [professor name ___________________] talk about [noun________________]. By the end of the year, all 
the 1T2’s have learned is how to [adverb ending in “-ly”__________________] say “I understand that you must be feeling very “[emo-
tion_______________], would you like to speak with me in the [adjective_________________] counseling room?” And they also learned 
how to convince their lawyer friends that pharmacy really is a/an [adjective___________________] profession! 

In second year, as the [adjective_________________] 1T2 secret studiers were [adverb ending in 
“-ly”___________________] writing their medchem midterm, some started to [verb ________________]. 
“Don’t worry”, said Dr. Wells #1. “If you can derive the michaelis-menten equation, you can 
[verb_________________] anything!”. After hours of derivations, they spent forever weighing out [weight 
unit, plural________] of [noun, drug/ingredient ___________________] on a torsion balance, until they 
could measure accurately to the last decimal place to make suppositories. But they still couldn’t counsel 
their [adjective__________________] patients on how to use suppositories after $26,000 of tuition! Do 
you insert it blunt end first? Or pointy end?

In third year, as the 1T2’s were still recovering from Dr.Wells #1, they met Dr. Wells #2, who taught them 
about something called benzo (A) pyrene, the carcinogen that nearly [verb, past tense_______________] 

half of the class. Even the [adjective__________________] zinc oxide couldn’t save the 1T2’s. Dubins tried to cheer them up by [verb end-
ing in “ing”___________________] on his guitar. The 1T2’s thought they knew what an acid or a base was, but Uetrecht  proved that they 
were [adjective_________________]!. Some 1T2’s fainted when they learnt that drinking 8 glasses of water a day might not be good for 
you! Others [verb, past tense __________________] their minds trying to figure out the number of treatments needed to treat lice. Is it 2? 
Is it 3? Or is it [number______]! 

In fourth year, the 1T2’s went to the [adjective_________________] MEXICO! They went [verb ending in “ing”_________________________] 
in the morning and [verb ending in “ing”_________________] at night, and drank [name of a bever-
age____________________] all day long. Plan B anyone?! Thankfully, they all remembered to 
boil it, cook it, peel it, and [verb___________________] it! That summer, they all became [adjec-
tive__________________] pharmacists and all their [adjective______________________] dreams came 
true! Years passed, and the 1T2’s grew old and they remembered all the [noun_______________________] 
they had back in pharmacy school. THE END. 

We hope you enjoyed our Pharmasized MadLibs! Create your own and send them into The Monograph: 
themonograph@gmail.com. Have a [adjective ______________] summer!

Recognize Intramural Awards Banquet
 The year of intramurals has come to a close and we hope you have made the most of the opportunities to get 
involved this year. The Recognize Intramural Awards Banquet was held on Wednesday March 30th and recognized 
exceptional participants in the intramural program from across the University of Toronto campuses. 
 The Intramural T Award is presented to a graduating student for their contributions to the intramural pro-
gram as a player, coach, official, or council member. Pharmacy took home 5 of the possible 13 awards with Paul 
Bazin, Max LaFontaine, Brandon Thomas, Jenny Kotsidis, and Jennifer Lam earning the honour. 
Brandon Thomas also managed to bring home the Sidney Earle Smith Trophy which is an individual award given to 
a graduating student judged worthiest in the qualities of leadership, sportsmanship, and performance. Congratula-
tions Brandon. 
 Pharmacy as a faculty ran a very close race but came up short on many of the men’s and women’s faculty/
college wide awards. Let’s build on a strong showing this year and bring some more banners back to the pharmacy 
building for the 2011-2012 season next year!

 UPS Athletic Directors - Brendon, Marko, and Shanshan
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SUDOKU!!
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Live Well. Enjoy Life.

ACROSS
  3 The process of creating
     custom medications
  5 A private consultation with
     a pharmacist to review
     your medication
  8 A simple and convenient way
     to organize your medications
     at home
  9 A written direction from
     physician to pharmacist for 
     preparation and use of a 
     medicine or remedy
10 A group of independently 
     owned pharmacies across Canada

DOWN
1 Chronic condition that affects the 
   central nervous system including 
   the brain and spinal cord
2 Live will _________ are
    one-to-one meetings on a
    variety of health topics
4 Drug used for lowering
    cholesterol and preventing 
    cardiovascular disease
6 Pharmasave mascot hint: buzz
7 PPI which prevents the stomach 
   from producing gastric acid

Pharmasave has been built by people who have a 
passion for the practice of pharmacy—people who are 
interested in providing health solutions and health 
management. People who, in addition to dispensing 
and counseling, are looking for a way to share their 
unique health care expertise with their community. We 
offer some of the most innovative and successful 
patient care programs in Canada so you can develop 
your passion into a career. Whether you're interested in 
becoming a community-based pharmacist in a rural or 
urban setting or in becoming a pharmacy owner, 
Pharmasave has a career development path for you. For 
more information, visit our website at  
www.pharmasave.com. You’ll find more than just the 
answers to the crossword below.

Shout Outs!!
Marginal pass. - parissawaxstrips

@beanie ram: how ghetto will you be next year?

@vivaglam: get a talk show!

@PB: Now we can see why you have sore abs. We would too.

 quotable   quotes:

Brendon, write something in Spanish!

Will K: “I’m gonna go secret study now”

Prof who ended early: “sorry we’re under time.”

Can I draw on your eczema?

Zenahbiotic: Don’t worry man, someone else will 
take care of it. 

CYP3A4 inducers: 
CRAP DTPS

(carbamazepine, rifampin, alcohol, phenytoin, dexamethasone,  tobacco, 
phenobarbital, St. John’s Wort)

Stop this d-baggery!


